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Look at the glory! Look, this is the colour violet, it's ray is coming on me now, it will take… will take away the illness and will take away the weakness also, bi idhnillah. Allahu Akbarul Akbar, Allahu Akbarul Akbar! What beautiful nur (lights) does He dress on us today, this is from the manifestation that comes in the day of the 11th of Muharram al-Haram. Huu..Huu..Huu..Rabbuna Allah Hasbuna Allah (x3). Ni'mal wakil ni'mal mawla.

With His order the sun rises in its exact second and sets in its exact second. Allah... Allahu Akbar! Oh foolish people! Why don't you look to this? You are fighting each other, shame on you. Shame on you, you don't open your hands to ask help from Allah but clasp each other by the throat. He didn't grant you hands for suffocating one another but for opening and asking in the Divine Presence of your Lord. He said, "Ask. Don't ask from each other but ask from Me. Ask from Me! I created you. These Universes you see are not even a spot in My Dominion. Return to Me! Open your hands to Me, don't clasp each other by the throat, Oh mankind!" Aman ya Rabbi, tawba astaghfirullah. What a beautiful colour, that violet colour. It is not disappearing. It is not getting lost. Allah Allah.

The manifestation will change today, in the 11th of Muharram al-Haram. The manifestation will definitely change, another manifestation will start that it is the rising of the sun of Islam. There won't be a single creature left that won't bow to it in modesty. Allahu Akbar. Allahu Akbarul Akbar. Allahu Akbarul Akbar. Anta Rabbuna
anta Hasbuna. Oh our Lord, forgive us our faults and cover our evil deeds and make us die with the righteous (3:195). Masha Allah. Masha Allah. How beautiful are the colours of this sun, today's sun. The beauty, the manifestation of the colours of the sun of the 11th of Muharram have become totally different. Today definitely a power will reach, a sign will come which will tranquilize the wild people. The manifestation of today is totally different than what came to the Prophets.

Oh our Allah, Oh our Lord, we await the Sultan. We await the Sultan who will reveal, disclose Islam. Oh our Lord, may You grant us. We have lost our way and become totally messed up, our men and women are all mixed up (not distinguished). We don't know what we want either. They don't return to You. They don't return… and as long as they are not returning, they can't find any goodness, they can't find any rest. Neither their dunya nor their akhirah can be any good. Tawba ya Rabbi, tawba ya Rabbi. Tubna wa raja'na ilayk ya Rabbana.

What a beautiful sun, What a beautiful coloured sun is it today, a different tajalli has appeared in the sun of the 11th of Muharram. Let's see what will come after this, what will come after this. Aman ya Rabbi, Qadir al-Muqtadir. Al-Qadir wa al-Muqtadir ala al ithlaq. Al-Qadir al-Muqtadir ala al ithlaq, al-Muqtadir ala al ithlaq. Allahu Akbar. Subhan Allah.

Fatiha.